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Disclaimer

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION INTO THE UNITED STATES
THIS DISCLAIMER MUST BE READ BEFORE CONTINUING
By attending the meeting where this presentation is made, or by reading the presentation slides, you agree to be bound by the following limitations:
The information in this document has been prepared by Euroclear Investments (the “Company”) solely for use at a presentation to be held in connection with the proposed offering (the “Offering”) of notes (the
“Securities”) by the Company.
These materials contain statements about future events and expectations that are forward-looking statements. These statements typically contain words such as “expects” and “anticipates” and words of similar
import. Any statement in these materials that is not a statement of historical fact is a forward-looking statement that involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause our actual
results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. None of the future projections,
expectations, estimates or prospects in this presentation should be taken as forecasts or promises nor should they be taken as implying any indication, assurance or guarantee that the assumptions on which such
future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects have been prepared are correct or exhaustive or, in the case of the assumptions, fully stated in the presentation. We assume no obligations to update the
forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect actual results, changes in assumptions or changes in factors affecting these statements.
These materials contain financial information regarding the businesses and assets of the Company and the group to which it belongs (the “Group”). Such financial information may not have been audited, reviewed or
verified by any independent accounting firm. These materials include certain financial metrics which constitute alternative performance measures (“APMs”), which are non-IFRS financial measures. The APMs, as
defined by the Company, may not be comparable to similarly titled financial measures as presented by other companies. Further, these APMs should not be considered as alternatives to profit after tax, operating
profit or other performance measures derived in accordance with IFRS or as an alternative to cash flow from operating activities as a measure of the Group’s activity.
Investment in the Securities will also involve certain risks. A summary of the material risks relating to the Offering will be set out in the section headed “Risk Factors” in the prospectus. There may be additional
material risks that are currently not considered to be material or of which the Company and its advisors or representatives are unaware.
This document and its contents are confidential and are being provided to you solely for your information and may not be retransmitted, further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, by
any medium or in any form for any purpose. The opinions presented herein are based on general information gathered at the time of writing and are subject to change without notice. The Company relies on
information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness.
This presentation has not been approved by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier or any other competent authority. This presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell, or any
solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities, and nothing contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any purposes
whatsoever on the information contained in this presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. The information in this presentation is subject to verification, completion and change. The contents of this
presentation have not been verified by the Company or by HSBC Continental Europe, J.P. Morgan Securities plc and Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (the “Joint Lead Managers”). Accordingly, no representation
or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its shareholders, directors, officers or employees or any of the Joint Lead Managers (and their shareholders, directors,
officers or employees) or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation. None of the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors,
officers or employees nor the Joint Lead Managers nor any of their shareholders, affiliates (within the meaning of Rule 405 under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)), directors, officers
or employees nor any other person accepts any liability (in negligence or otherwise) whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection
therewith. In giving this presentation, neither the Company nor its respective advisers and/or agents undertake any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this
presentation or any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent.
Investors and prospective investors in the Securities of the Company are required to make their own independent investigation and appraisal of the business and financial condition of the Company and the Group
and the nature of the Securities. Any decision to purchase Securities in the context of the proposed Offering, if any, should be made solely on the basis of information contained in a prospectus published in relation to
such Offering. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this presentation, or any other material discussed verbally, or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. This
presentation does not constitute a recommendation regarding the Securities of the Company.
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Disclaimer

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION INTO THE UNITED STATES
THIS DISCLAIMER MUST BE READ BEFORE CONTINUING
The Securities, when offered, may be held only by, and transferred only to, eligible investors referred to in Article 4 of the Belgian Royal Decree of 26 May 1994, holding their securities in an exempt securities account
that has been opened with a financial institution that is a direct or indirect participant in the securities settlement system operated by the National Bank of Belgium. The Securities, when offered, are not intended to
be offered, sold or otherwise made available, and should not be offered, sold or otherwise made available, to “consumers” (consumenten/consommateurs) within the meaning of the Belgian Code of Economic Law
(Wetboek van economisch recht/Code de droit économique), as amended.
Under no circumstances shall this document constitute or form part of any offer to sell or the invitation or solicitation of an offer to buy nor shall there be any sale of the Securities in any jurisdiction in which such
offer, solicitation or sale is not authorised or would be unlawful. Recipients of this document who intend to subscribe for or purchase the Securities are reminded that any subscription or purchase may only be made
on the basis of the information contained in the final prospectus.
The Securities, when offered, are not intended to be offered, sold or otherwise made available to, and should not be offered, sold or otherwise made available to, any retail investor in the European Economic Area.
For these purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: (i) a retail client as defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU (as amended, “MiFID II”) or (ii) a customer within the
meaning of Directive 2016/97/EU (as amended, the “Insurance Distribution Directive”), where that customer would not qualify as a professional client as defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II.
The Securities, when offered, are not intended to be offered, sold or otherwise made available to, and should not be offered, sold or otherwise made available to, any retail investor in the United Kingdom. For these
purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: (i) a retail client as defined in point (8) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 2017/565 as it forms part of domestic law by virtue of the European Union
(Withdrawal) Act 2018 (“EUWA”) or (ii) a customer within the meaning of the provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended, the “FSMA 2000”) and any rules or regulations made under the
FSMA 2000 to implement the Insurance Distribution Directive, where that customer would not qualify as a professional client as defined in point (8) of Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 as it forms part of
domestic law by virtue of the EUWA.
This document is an advertisement for the purposes of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (as amended, the “Prospectus Regulation”). A prospectus prepared pursuant to the Prospectus Regulation is intended to be
published, which, if published, can be obtained in accordance with the applicable rules.
This document is only being distributed to and is only directed at persons in the United Kingdom or in circumstances where the provisions of Section 21 of the FSMA 2000 do not apply to the Company and is directed
solely at persons in the United Kingdom who (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments, such persons falling within the definition of “investment professionals” in Article 19(5) Financial
Services and Markets Act (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended, the “Order”) or (ii) are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order or others to whom it may lawfully be communicated (all such
persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). Any investment activity to which this communication may relate is only available to, and any invitation, offer or agreement to engage in such investment
activity will be engaged in only with, relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.
Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into, or distributed, directly or indirectly in, the United States of America, its territories or possessions. This presentation is not a public offer of
securities for sale in the United States. The Securities proposed in the Offering have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration
or an exemption from registration under the Securities Act. The Company does not intend to register any portion of the proposed Offering under the applicable securities laws of the United States or conduct a public
offering of any Securities in the United States. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws, as applicable. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may
also be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
The Joint Lead Managers are acting for the Company in connection with the proposed Offering and for no one else and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections
afforded to clients of the Joint Lead Managers, nor for providing advice in relation to the proposed Offering or any other matter referred to herein. Any prospective purchaser of the Securities in the Company is
recommended to seek its own independent financial advice. The Joint Lead Managers have not authorised the contents of, or any part of, this document.
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Bernard Frenay

Chief Administrative Officer
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Executive Summary

Terms of the Offering

• €[350]m 30NC10 subordinated notes issued by Euroclear
Investments SA

• Optional interest deferral at the Issuer’s discretion

• Callable at any time as from three months prior to the 'First
Reset Date' and any Interest Payment Date thereafter

• Rating methodology, withholding, deductibility, make whole and
clean-up calls

• Acquisition Event until the first anniversary of the Issue Date, at
101%

Credit Rating 

• Issuer Ratings: AA-/AA (S&P/Fitch)

• Outlook: Stable / Stable (S&P / Fitch)

• Expected Instrument Rating: [A] / [A+] (S&P/ Fitch)

Business Overview 

• Euroclear is a leading operator of post-trade services, playing a
fundamental role in the European and global financial market
infrastructure

• Provides settlement, asset servicing and collateral management
for domestic and international bonds, equities, derivatives and
investment funds

Transaction Rationale

• Part of the MFEX acquisition financing

• Signal commitment to strong issuer ratings

• Downstream to Euroclear SA/NV providing capital resources (in
line with MFEX acquisition needs)

• Take advantage of attractive market conditions
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S&P: AA/A-1+
Fitch: AA+/F1+

Euroclear – Group structure

Source: Annual Report and Euroclear Holding Consolidated Financial Statements

Euroclear Global Collateral Limited

Euroclear AG

Euroclear Investments SA

Euroclear SA/NV

Euroclear Bank 
SA/NV

CSDs

Directly supervised activity by National Bank of 
Belgium and other local regulators

100% (- 1 share) - BE

100% - LUX
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100% (- 1 share) 
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Not directly regulated by
National Bank of Belgium

Other entities
• Euroclear Properties France SA
• Euroclear Re

EGCL*

S&P: AA-/A-1+
Fitch: AA/F1+

50%

UK

Bond 
investors

Issuing entity

Euroclear Holding SA/NV

MFEX

Expected H2 2021 

completion

100% 

(FR, BE, NL, UK, F, S)

Shareholders
95 shareholders 84.0%
Sicovam Holding 16.0%

BE

Euroclear 
Bank

64.0%

UK & Ireland
21.0%

France, 
Netherlands 
& Belgium

13.0%

Finland & 
Sweden

1.0%

Operating Entities Business Mix: 2020 Turnover

MFEX
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Euroclear’s Leadership Team

Harold Finders

Interim Chairman of Euroclear Holding 
SA/NV

Lieve Mostrey

Chief Executive Officer

Bernard Frenay

Chief Administrative Officer

Valerie Urbain*

Chief Business Officer

Paul Hurd*

Chief Risk Officer

Franco Passacantando

Interim Chairman of Euroclear SA/NV

Michal Paprocki

Interim Co-Chief Information Officer

Marc De Rycke

Interim Co-Chief Information Officer

(*) Appointments effective as from 1 July 2021 subject to prior ‘fit & proper’ confirmation and regulatory approval
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Uniquely Positioned at the Centre of Global Financial Markets

2

4

5

3

1 Systemically important financial market infrastructure, well positioned to benefit 
from changing operating and regulatory environments

2020 financial performance beyond expectations, underpinned 
by strong business metrics driving positive revenue growth despite market 
conditions observed throughout the year

Continued investments in regulatory-driven, cyber security 
and growth initiatives, with controlled cost evolution in 2020 

Resilient, stable and well-diversified business 

Disciplined risk management framework with resilient risk profile, 
throughout the COVID crisis, solid capital base and limited leverage
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Euroclear – A Trusted Leader in Global Post-Trade Services

(*) Central Securities Depository, (**) International Central Securities Depository

6 CSDs*

serving 7 markets
Euroclear Belgium
Euroclear Finland
Euroclear France
Euroclear Nederland
Euroclear Sweden
Euroclear UK & Ireland

+

1 ICSD**

Euroclear Bank
Gateway to the world

• Trusted provider and leader in post-trade services to the global financial 
markets for more than 50 years

- €32.8 trillion assets under custody of which €2.6 trillion in funds as at 
end 2020

- 63.0% of Eurobond holdings as at end 2020
- 276 million transactions processed in 2020, equivalent to €897 trillion in 

value of securities

• Mission to assist our diversified client base to:
- Ensure securities transactions are processed safely and efficiently
- Reduce complexity, lower costs and mitigate risks

• Our global client franchise includes:
- Over 2,000 clients in over 120 countries and across 50 major markets
- Over 100 central banks
- 90.0% of the world’s 50 largest banks

• Robust regulatory framework as a financial market infrastructure, with high 
levels of capitalization and strong credit ratings

• Global provider of asset servicing, transaction settlement and collateral 
management across all asset types

Key figures
(end 2020)
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Establishing a gateway to pan-European securities in central bank money

- Asset Servicing, Funds and Collateral Management services

- Rely on group Single CSD service offering, providing access to Target 2 Securities (T2S) for international investors

- Plan to connect Euroclear Bank to the ECB’s TARGET2-Securities (T2S) system

Continued investment in our European presence to maintain safe and efficient capital markets

- CSD Regulation licenses obtained from regulatory authorities for all its operating entities

- Enhancing cyber security resilience

- Investing in connectivity and communications products to increase operational efficiency 

- Ensuring continuity of services post Brexit
Euroclear

Bank
ESES

Driving Progress in European Capital Markets

1

2
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Business Strategy to Strengthen, Grow and Reshape 
Euroclear’s Network

Strengthening our European Network
One-stop shop providing safe and efficient post-trade sector services across asset classes

• Positioned to support Europe’s economic recovery and ambitions for a Capital Markets Union
• Euroclear entities hold 54.0% of all European capital market securities and 63.0% of Eurobonds as at 

end 2020
• Providing efficient, global access to funds

Growing the Network Globally
Expanding internationally by connecting global collateral pools

• “Collateral Highway”, a global platform to source and mobilise collateral across borders and time 
zones

• Connecting international markets to Euroclear, providing “Euroclearability”

Reshaping our Network
Exploring innovative value add solutions that ensure long-term relevance to clients

• Enhancing connections within financial markets and exploring new technologies
• Harnessing insights through data
• Actively partnering to support growth of the ESG finance agenda

Consistent strategic objectives to reduce risk, increase process efficiency, and optimise collateral mobility and 
access to liquidity
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Grow Fund Servicing Platform Expand Collateral Services 
with “Collateral Highway”

Increase Global Reach and 
International Presence

Invest in New Technologies to 
Reshape the Network

• Leading fund marketplace 
“FundsPlace” growing strongly with 
assets under custody up 8.0% to 
€2.6 trillion in 2020

• Differentiated suite of products 
and services including automated 
trade and post-trade processing 
solutions for order routing, 
settlement and asset servicing

• Well placed to support evolving 
market trends, including the rise of 
alternative products such as 
Exchange-Traded Notes (ETNs) and 
Exchange-Traded Commodities 
(ETCs)

• Heightened demand for outsourced 
collateral services, driven by a focus 
on efficiency and regulatory 
requirements 

• Euroclear Collateral Highway is a 
neutral, interoperable utility to 
source, mobilise and segregate 
collateral

• Unique solution which offers 
clients a complete view of 
exposures across asset classes 
enabling collateral optimisation 
opportunities

• Further developed service offering 
for new client segments,  including 
buyside firms

• Connecting domestic markets to 
global investors through 
‘Euroclearability’

• Increased demand from investors 
for emerging market exposure, with 
EM issuers increasingly tapping 
international investor pool

• Assisting governments in   
developing capital market practices
to meet global investor demands

• Expansion of Asia presence with 
launch of new asset classes (Origami 
bonds, Yulan bonds)

• Growing use of data and analytics 
insights to support pre-trade 
decision making, including 
reference data products and more 
tailored analytics tools

• Continued investment in adjacent  
products that enhance clients’ 
experience (e.g., tools for 
communication and managing risk)

• Exploring efficacy of cloud, AI and 
DLT technologies in range of pilot 
projects  with industry partners

Euroclear Has Multiple Engines of Long-term Sustainable 
Growth
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Euroclear’s Corporate Responsibility Agenda Provides Solid 
Foundation to Support Industry ESG Initiatives

Our DNA as a Responsible Company

• Diversity & Inclusion
• Mental & Physical Wellbeing
• Training & Development

• Carbon neutral since 2012
• Environmental footprint  

reduction goals
• Climate Risk Action Plans

• Long-term community partner  for 
local / international projects

• Extra €1 million donation to  
support efforts for Covid-19

Financial markets’ increasing
focus on ESG creates opportunities

• Position in global ecosystem makes  
Euroclear a natural partner

• Track record in supporting global  
standards through ‘Euroclearability’

• ‘Euroclearability’ reduces borrowing  costs 
for emerging economies

• Exploring ESG opportunities through 
industry collaboration
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Acquisition of MFEX – Creation of a Unique Global Platform for 
Fund Distribution and Management

Leading European fund marketplace, with global distribution spanning 52 
countries across Europe and Asia

B2B platform connecting fund distributors with investors, reducing operating 
complexity by acting as a single contracting party

Offers a complete and state of the art solution for fund trading, distribution 
services, data solutions, and due diligence strengthening the existing Euroclear 
FundSettle service offering

Investors use MFEX’s leading platform to access one of the world's largest range of 
funds

Transaction is expected to close in H2 2021, subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals

Adds Scale in 
Attractive Fund Market

Significant 
Synergies

Complementary 
Capabilities

Global Growth 
Opportunities

• Highly relevant product offering for 
Euroclear’s core clients

• Instant acquisition of customers and funds 
base

• Strong Asian presence with offices in Hong 
Kong, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore

• Combination of MFEX’s innovative 
distribution platform with Euroclear’s 
FundSettle post-trade operations expertise

• Revenue synergies through expanding client 
service offering and cross-selling between 
complementary customer bases

• Deliver efficiencies by leveraging FundSettle 
post-trade operations

Acquisition of a High Growth Business… …With Strong Strategic and Financial Rationale

More than 300
employees worldwide

€320 billion of Assets
Under Administration

350 major distributors in 
52 European & Asian 

countries

12 offices in 
10 different countries

960 distribution 
agreements covering 

>80,000 funds

250,000 orders
processed on 

average each month

Diversified Revenue Base
• Increase share of Funds business into group 

operating income

• Increase the proportion of non-transaction 
driven revenue

Source: MFEX, statistics are latest available / as at end 2020
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Revenue Growth Underpinned by Strong Operational Performance

Source: Euroclear Annual Report 2020 and press release Q1 results - consolidated accounts at Euroclear Holding level

Securities held in custody
(€ trillion equivalent, year-end)

Average daily collateral 
outstanding
(€ trillion equivalent)

• Securities held in custody increased by 4.5% to €32.8 trillion between 2019 and 2020. In Q1 2021, Assets under custody increased 
16.0% to € 34.1 trillion

• Significant increase in value (7.0%) and volume (15.0%) of securities transactions netted in 2020 compared to 2019. In Q1 2021 
Settlement volumes increased by 6.0% year-on-year

• Average daily collateral in 2020 reached €1.5 trillion (17.0% increase) compared to 2019. In Q1 2021, average daily collateral 
increased 12% year on year with Euroclear’s Collateral Highway mobilising up to € 1.7 trillion

28.2 

31.4 

32.8 

2018 2019 2020

+4.5%

791 

837 

897 230
239

276

2018 2019 2020

+15.0%

+7.0% 1.2 

1.3 

1.5 

2018 2019 2020

+17.0%

Volume (million, year-end) and value of 
securities transactions settled
(€ trillion equivalent, year-end) 

+5.9%

+8.0%
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Robust Financial Performance in 2020 Coupled with a Strong 
Start to 2021 

Source: Euroclear Annual Report 2020 and press release Q1 results - consolidated accounts at Euroclear Holding level
(1) Includes share of results of €1m

€1,280 Business Income 
FY2020
+12.0% vs. FY2019

€862 Operating expenses  
FY2020
-5.0% vs. FY2019

€358 Business Income 
Q1 2021
+12.0% vs. Q12020

€218 Operating expenses  
Q1 2021
-2.0% vs. Q12020

• Solid evolution of business income which enabled the group to maintain strong operating and net profits despite further compression of Net 
Interest, banking and other income resulting from lower interest rates

• Controlled cost evolution in line with Euroclear ambitions in a context of IT and regulatory driven investments across the group

(€ m) FY 2019 FY 2020
vs

2019

Operating Income 1,435 1,430 -6 0.0%

Business income 1,145 1,280 135 11.8%

Interests, banking & other inc. 290 150 140 -48.0%

Operating Expenses -820 -862 -42 -5.1%

Operating Profit before impairment 616(1) 568 -48 -8.0%

Pre tax Profit 614 566 -47 -8.0%

Net Profit 431 432 1 0.0%

EPS (€) 136.9 137.2 0.0%

Business income margin 28.4% 32. 7%

EBITDA margin (EBITDA/op.inc) 49.4% 46.6%

(€ m) Q1 2020 Q1 2021
vs

2020

Operating Income 383 382 0 0.0%

Business income 321 358 37 11.7%

Interests, banking & other inc. 62 24 -38 -61.0%

Operating Expenses -213 -218 -4 -2.1%

Operating Profit before impairment 169 164 -5 -3.0%

Pre tax Profit 169 164 -5 -3.0%

Net Profit 127 123 -5 -4.0%

EPS (€) 40.4 39.0 -4.0%

Business income  margin 33.5% 39.2%

EBITDA margin (EBITDA/op.inc) 50.3% 49.1%
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Business Income Margin Growth Illustrates Effective Delivery of 
Strategic Plans

• Business income corresponds to Net fee and commission income, excluding liquidity lines costs considered as non business related items.
• Operating leverage reached 6.7% when considering Business income year end growth rate less Administrative expenses year end growth rate and 8.8% when considering Net fee income and commissions year end growth rate less Administrative 

expenses year end growth rate. 

Source: Euroclear Annual Report 2020 and press release Q1 results - consolidated accounts at Euroclear Holding level

• FY 2020: Business income margin (Business 
income excluding administrative expenses 
compared to business income) increased from 
28.2 % in 2019 to 32.7% in 2020

• Q1 2021: Business income margin, which 
excludes the effect of interest income, up 5.7 
percentage points to 39.2%, considerably 
above our strategic target range of mid 30.0% 
in Q1 2021

Business income margin (in %)

24.5 

28.4 

32.7 

39.2 

2018

2019

2020

Q1 2021

Operating leverage (in %)

3.0

5.0

6.7                               

9.6

2018

2019

2020

Q1 2021

Operating profit before impairment 
and taxation (in € million)

258 

326 

418 

140 

256

290

150

24

2018

2019

2020

Q1 2021

32.7% Business Income Margin 
FY2020

+4pp vs. FY2019

6.7 % Operating Leverage FY2020

+1.7 pp vs. FY2019

€568m Operating profit before 
impairment and taxation FY2020
-8.0% vs. FY2019

• FY 2020: Resilience of Operating profit 
reached €568 million in 2020, a decrease of 
8.0% compared to 2019 despite material drop 
of Net Interest Earnings (-€140 million)

• Q1 2021: Further strengthening of earnings 
quality with a limited decrease of operating 
profit by 3.0% year on year to €164 million for 
the quarter despite further compression of Net 
Interest Earnings by €39 million vs same period 
last year.

514

616

568

164

Net Interest Earnings

• FY 2020: Strong business income growth and 
controlled costs resulted in positive operating 
leverage achieved during the year

• Q1 2021: Confirmation of business income growth 
levels with further containment of costs, 
resulting in stronger operating leverage level at 
the end of Q1 2021, ahead of 4.0% target
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Shareholder Returns Remain at Record Levels, Despite  
Challenging Market Conditions

Return on equity (1)

• Delivered stable return on equity despite challenging market conditions

• Earnings per share have grown strongly over the course of the strategy, reflecting profit growth, reaching another record this 
year at 137.2 euros per share 

Net earnings per share
€/share

1. Return on Equity is calculated as the net profit of the year divided by the average shareholders’ equity, as reported in the year-end financial statements
2. 2020 shareholders’ equity is adjusted for dividend related to 2019 results (EUR 259 MM not yet paid, without the adjustment ROE reached 9.6%)

Source: Euroclear Annual Report 2020 and press release Q1 results - consolidated accounts at Euroclear Holding level

8.6%

10.7%

9.9%

2018 2019 2020

102.3 

136.9 137.2 

2018 2019 2020(2)
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Euroclear Investments SA’s Consolidated Historical 
Performance 

• Cash flows and P&L are mainly driven by net fee and commission income generated in group operating entities

‒ The consolidated Group delivered robust performance in 2020, driven by increased activity levels

• At the end of 2020, assets mainly comprised loans (€10,793 million), financial assets at FVOCI (€9,922 million) and cash and & balances with central banks 
(€4,029 million)

• The group has a low risk profile, strong capital ratios, high liquidity and resilient operating performance

• Euroclear Investments SA financial performance is supported on a standalone basis by recurring dividends, which are upstreamed from group operating entities

‒ No dividend was paid in 2020 reflecting COVID-19 restrictions applicable to financial institutions, however a dividend of € 270 million was recently paid in 
Q1 2021

Consolidated Income statement
€ million

Consolidated Balance sheet
€ million

* Source: Euroclear Investments consolidated financial statements as of and for the years ended 31 December 2020 and 31 December 2019

2020 2019 2018

Cash & balances with central banks     4,029.1     1,883.2     4,536.1 

Loans and advances at amortised costs   10,792.8   13,729.6   14,540.9 

Financial assets at FVOCI     9,921.6   10,311.1     7,433.9 

Other assets     1,655.2     1,649.5     1,634.3 

Total assets   26,398.7   27,573.4   28,145.2 

Deposits from central banks, banks and customers   15,081.5   16,414.7   18,483.9 

Debt securities issued and funds borrowed     5,744.4     6,107.1     4,956.4 

Other liabilities        769.8        814.1        853.3 

Shareholders’ equity     4,803.0     4,237.5     3,851.6 

Total liabilities   26,398.7   27,573.4   28,145.2 

2020 2019 2018

Net interest income / expenses        121.6        307.0        255.8 

Net fee and commission income / expenses     1,251.4     1,103.8     1,028.4 

Other income         57.5         25.6         51.9 

Operating income     1,430.5     1,436.4     1,336.1 

Operating expenses      -855.2      -813.5      -814.6 

Impairment          -1.4          -2.1        -29.2 

Operating profit        573.9        620.8        492.3 

Tax      -134.5      -183.0      -152.1 

Net profit        439.4        437.8        340.2 
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Strong credit ratings for both issuer and instrument

Both rating agencies rated the issuer one notch lower than Euroclear Bank, which is 
mainly due to Euroclear Investments being:

• A non-operating holding company

• Not directly supervised by the group regulator (NBB)

Rationale for strong issuer credit rating:

1. Projected cash flow ratios remain consistent with minimal financial risk profile 
assessment

2. Euroclear group will maintain its:
• Low risk profile
• Satisfactory underlying profitability
• Strong capitalisation
• Leading position in its business

3. Strong capacity to service the debt issue

Rating agency Euroclear Investments
(“the Issuer”) ratings Existing senior debt ratings Existing Hybrid ratings New hybrid issue ratings 

(expected)
Euroclear Bank 

ratings

S&P AA- AA- A A AA 

Fitch AA AA A+ A+ AA+

Referenced from S&P report on Euroclear Bank (February 2019)

“We assess Euroclear's structural liquidity position as exceptional, 
reflecting our view that liquidity sources will remain comfortably in 
excess of 200% of liquidity uses”

Referenced from S&P report on Euroclear Group (April 2021)

“The MFEX acquisition consolidates Euroclear's very strong competitive 
position without materially deteriorating financial leverage and cash 
flow metrics”

Referenced from Fitch report on Euroclear Bank (October 2018)

"Leading franchise in the international post-trade securities services 
industry, in particular in settlement and custody services with very 
strong financial metrics”
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Main risks identified in the Group’s activities

Operational risk

Risk of loss resulting from disruption of business or system failures; from failed 
transaction processing or process management; on assets held in custody in the 
event of a custodian’s (or sub-custodian’s) insolvency, negligence, fraud, poor 
administration, or inadequate recordkeeping; from a failure to meet certain 
professional obligations to specific clients or  from the nature or design of a product; 
due to decisions that have been principally based on the output of models that have 
been erroneously developed, implemented or used; from loss of or damage to 
physical assets from natural disaster or other events

Euroclear operates a robust group-wide operational risk management framework that 
focuses on the identification, assessment, management, monitoring and reporting of 
operational risks and issues

Banking risks

Credit risk
Risks arising from the default or failure of a participant or counterparty to
meet their agreed upon financial obligations to Euroclear

Liquidity risk
Risks arising from being unable to meet financial obligations and other payments 
when they are due or that they can only be met through the raising of funds at 
uneconomic rates

Market risk
Risks to Euroclear (on or off balance-sheet) positions arising from  movements in 
market prices. Market risk arises from possible changes in  foreign exchange rates, 
interest rates, equity or commodity prices

Credit risk is borne by Euroclear Bank as a single-purpose settlement bank, which
has operating exposures to participants and counterparties. Credit risks are closely
monitored both intra and inter day.

Liquidity is key to Euroclear Bank’s business model. We operate a robust  framework 
for managing intra and inter day operations with a high level of  preparedness for 
unexpected and/or significant liquidity shocks.
In addition, the primary purpose of Euroclear Bank’s EMTN programme is to fund the 
Euroclear Bank’s portfolio of assets that can generate same day liquidity and the 
certificates of deposit programme (the “CD Programme”) ensures it has sufficient 
liquidity capacity to meet the requirements applicable to it under CSDR

Euroclear Bank has a low level of market risk derived primarily from interest rate and
foreign exchange exposures resulting from investment of its capital and future
earnings. No trading activity takes place.
A hedging strategy is in place to mitigate this risk

Legal, Regulatory and Compliance risk

Risk arising from the application of any applicable laws, regulations, market rules and 
prescribed practices in all relevant jurisdictions to the Group’s business;  new laws 
being passed, and the changing regulatory environment, to which the Group is 
subject;  the conflict of laws between jurisdictions in which the Group operates

Our ethical and compliance framework aims to identify, monitor and manage legal 
and compliance risks. The risk areas  monitored include, inter alia, fraud, market 
abuse and money laundering, and the risks arising from upcoming regulations

Key risks* Mitigating actions

(*) A summary of the material risks relating to the Offering will be set out in the section headed “Risk Factors” in the prospectus

A

B

C
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Group operational risks are managed tightly

• Low operational risk profile of Euroclear Bank and group CSDs is 
demonstrated by its loss history, with very few loss cases observed over 
the past 10 years

• Firm commitment, dedicated resources and adequate insurance policies 
to ensure business continuity and operational risk management

• Scenario analysis is used to assess operational risks at very high 
confidence levels, combining internal loss history and external loss data

• 3 data centres provide business continuity (2 synchronous data centres 
in France, 1 asynchronous data centre in Belgium enabling same-day 
resumption of business-critical services)

• 3 operational centres further support business continuity (1 
operational centre in Belgium, 1 in Poland, 1 in Hong-Kong)

• Strict working-from-home policy has been maintained, with only a 
limited number of business-critical people onsite since mid-March 2020

• Despite increase of business volumes and  related operational workload 
throughout the COVID-19 crisis, Euroclear did not experience any major 
incidents in operations demonstrating further its resilience and strong 
risk profile

Risk Weighted Assets – operational risk & loss history

A

Source: Euroclear Holding consolidated Financial Statement 
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Conservative approach to credit risk

Risk Weighted Assets – credit risk

€ billion

Clients credit exposures

• Vast majority of cash credit to clients is extended on a very short 
term and secured basis

• More than 99.0% of secured credit is granted to investment grade 
clients and is backed by investment grade collateral

• Unsecured credit only granted to exempt entities, in accordance with 
regulation

Treasury credit exposures

• Treasury exposures arise principally from cash balances left on account 
by Euroclear Bank’s clients (c. €15 billion end 2020)

• Largest part of treasury (exposure engaged on an overnight basis)

• About 85.0% average treasury exposures conducted on a secured basis

• 98.0% of treasury counterparts (secured & unsecured) are investment 
grade and predominantly A- rated or better

As a result of our conservative risk profile and credit exposures, which are almost entirely short-term and secured, Risk 
Weighted Assets (RWA) only represent a very low fraction of total group assets (<10%)

Source: Euroclear Holding consolidated Financial Statement 

B
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Group liquidity risk and cash flows

Financial assets portfolio : 
€8,245 million as of Dec. 2020

€ million Geographical breakdown Residual duration

Bonds & other fixed income securities as of Dec. 2020 

Financial assets portfolio: liquidity and market risks carefully managed
• According to investment policies, the cash of the Bank is invested in AA/AAA government or supranational, mainly EUR-denominated, ECB eligible securities, with short term 

maturities. 

• For CSD’s, ESA and other Holding entities 
• EUR term deposits or similar products with maturity not exceeding 3 years and counterparties rated A or better
• EUR government bonds qualifying as High-Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA) and corporate bonds with an average A rating (duration of portfolio below 2 years)

• The issuance proceeds are invested consistant with this profile, except for potential longer durations to manage interest rate risk (portion of fixed income securities with residual 
term over one year increased from 14.0 % end 2019 to 80.0% end 2020)

• For investments over one year, the maturity profile is closely aligned with the related liabilities (i.e. 1 to 5 years for debt issued under the Euroclear Bank outstanding programs 
and 5 to 12 years for long term notes issued out of Euroclear Investments SA)

Belgian 
public 

issuers, 
9.0%

Foreign 
public 

issuers, 
46.0%

Belgian 
other 

issuers, 
4.0%

Foreign 
other 

issuers, 
41.0%

Residual term 
up to one 

year, 20.0%

Residual term 
over one year, 

80.0%

3,210

5,035

Bonds and other fixed-income securities

Government securities eligible for refinancing at the central bank

Source: Euroclear SA/NV consolidated 2020 financial statement

C

Liquidity Risks arise from Euroclear Bank’s operating activities and are proactively managed

Group cash flows demonstrate strong liquidity levels
• Prudent capital management approach enabling the group to generate stable free cashflows across entities and 

• Cash flows expected to comfortably fund outstanding debts repayment while distributions can be accommodated to ensure further repayment capacity at maturity
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Industry-leading Capital Position

Source: Euroclear SA/NV  consolidated figures as of year-end 2020,
(

• Euroclear SA/NV is subject to prudential supervision by the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) and minimum Pillar 1 – CET1 capital requirements (under CRD IV)

• As of December 2020, the group capital position was around five times the minimum CET1 capital required under CRD IV (including the O-SII buffer and the 
capital conservation buffer)

• Euroclear SA/NV consolidated has been designated by the NBB as a domestic systematically important institution and is required to satisfy a Supervisory 
Review and Evaluation Process (SREP) capital requirement mostly linked to operational and credit risks.
This requirement is larger than average bank requirements (given the low RWA density). As of December 2020, the group CET1 ratio was more than the double 
of the overall requirement 

• End 2020 Euroclear SA/NV consolidated capital ratios are slightly inflated by the retention of the 2020 group dividend (expected to be paid in Q3 2021) 
Adjusting for such delayed payment, the end 2020 CET1 ratio would reach about 36.0% (with a total capital ratio adjusted at circ. 40.0%)

Capital ratio and Risk Weighted Assets

2018 2019 2020

Total capital ratio 
(RHS axis)

CET1 ratio     
(RHS axis)

RWAs              
(LHS axis)

RWAs (€ million) Capital Ratio (% RWAs)
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54.0%

60.0% 60.0%

Dividend per Share and NAV per Share Held Stable With  Record 
2019 Levels

Dividend per share(1)

€/ share
Net asset value per share(2)

€/ share

1. Dividend guidance for 2020 not yet paid. 2019 dividend was paid before end Q1 2021.
2. Net Assets Value per share is calculated as the reported equity at year end divided by the number of shares.
3. 2020 figures have been adjusted for 2019 dividend (EUR 259 MM not yet paid)

• Stable financial performance in 2020 supports the dividend per share in line with record level as 2019
• With a 60.0% pay out ratio, the dividend per share is expected to be maintained at 82.4 euros, to be paid as interim 

dividend in the second half of 2021 
• Adjusted NAV per share of 1,439 euros per share, excluding the 2019 dividend that will be paid in Q1 2021, 

represents continued growth in shareholder value
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Rationale for the Transaction

• Material part of the MFEX acquisition financing

• Signal commitment to strong issuer ratings

• Take advantage of attractive market conditions

• The proceeds of the contemplated transaction will be fully 
downstreamed under the form of TIER1 regulatory Capital 
instruments to Euroclear SA/NV

Euroclear Investments SA

Euroclear 
SA/NV

Bond 
Investors

Corporate hybrid bond EUR 
350m – 30NC10 

Proceeds 
downstreamed
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New [30NC10] Notes
Issuer • Euroclear Investments SA

Issue Date • [] June 2021

Currency • EUR [350m]

Proposed Offering • Subordinated Resettable Fixed Rate Notes (the “Notes”)

Issuer Rating (M/S/F) • - / AA- (Stable) / AA (Stable)

Expected Rating (M/S/F)* • - / [A] / [A+]

Ranking • Direct, unsecured and subordinated obligations, ranking pari passu without preference or priority among themselves, and senior only to Junior Securities

Maturity Date • [] 2051 (Year 30)

Issuer Call Option
• On any date, at Par, between (including) [] 2031 and (including) [] 2031 (the “First Reset Date”) and on any Interest Payment Date thereafter
• At the Make-Whole Redemption Amount at any time before [] 2031  

Interest Rate
• From (including) the Issue Date to (excluding) the First Reset Date at []% p.a.
• Resets thereafter on the First Reset Date and each fifth anniversary of such date to a rate equal to the applicable 5 Year Euro M/S plus the initial credit spread of []%
• Interest shall be payable annually in arrears on [] of each year

Interest Deferral

• Optional interest deferral at the Issuer’s discretion, cumulative and compounding 
• Optional settlement of deferred interest at any time
• Mandatory settlement of deferred interest upon: (i) distribution or dividend on, or redemption, repurchase, repayment, cancellation, reduction or other acquisition of, Junior Securities or Parity Securities, 

(ii) occurrence of an interest payment date after any deferral notice in respect of which the Issuer does not elect to defer, (iii) redemption or repayment of the Notes, and (iv) occurrence of an Enforcement 
Event (including winding-up, etc.); all subject to customary carve-outs

Special Events
• Withholding Tax Event or Substantial Repurchase Event (>75%), each at Par
• Tax Deductibility Event or Rating Methodology Event, each at 101% until (excluding) [] 2031, Par as from (including) [] 2031
• Acquisition Event until the first anniversary of the Issue Date, at 101%

Event of Default • None

Exchange / Variation • Yes, upon occurrence of a Tax Deductibility Event, Rating Methodology Event or a Withholding Tax Event subject to certain conditions

Issuer Substitution • Yes, subject to certain conditions including not materially prejudicial to Noteholders

Replacement Language • Intent-based replacement language (subject to customary carve outs)

Equity Credit
• [S&P: ‘Intermediate’ (50%) until the First Reset Date ([] 2031)
• Fitch: 50% until [] 2046 (Year 25)]

Listing / Docs • Irish Stock Exchange / Standalone prospectus (Reg S)

Denominations • EUR 100,000

Governing Law
• English Law, except for (i) form, denomination and title provisions governed by Belgian law and (ii) subordination provisions governed by Luxembourg law or, if and when Re-domiciliation has taken effect, 

Belgian law
• Provisions relating to Re-domiciliation should the corporate seat be relocated to Belgium

IFRS Treatment • Liability

Summary Terms

This information has been prepared solely for information purposes – the summary of any proposed transaction described herein is incomplete and subject to change without notice. It is neither meant to be, nor should it be construed as, an attempt 
to define all the terms and conditions regarding a proposed issuance of securities. Summary terms should be read in conjunction with full Terms and Conditions and Prospectus
*A security rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and should be evaluated independently of any other rating. The rating is subject to revision or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating organisation.
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New [30NC10] Notes 30NC10 Hybrid Notes issued in 2018
Issuer • Euroclear Investments SA • Euroclear Investments SA
Issue Date • [] June 2021 • 11 April 2018
Currency • EUR [350m] • EUR 400m
Proposed Offering • Subordinated Resettable Fixed Rate Notes (the “Notes”) • Subordinated Resettable Fixed Rate Notes (the “Hybrid Notes”)
Issuer Rating (M/S/F) • - / AA- (Stable) / AA (Stable) • - / AA- (Stable) / AA (Stable)
Expected Rating (M/S/F)* • - / [A] / [A+] • - / A / A+

Ranking • Direct, unsecured and subordinated obligations, ranking pari passu without preference or priority among 
themselves, and senior only to Junior Securities

• Direct, unsecured and subordinated obligations, ranking pari passu without preference or priority among 
themselves, and senior only to Junior Securities

Maturity Date • [] 2051 (Year 30) • 11 April 2048

Issuer Call Option
• On any date, at Par, between (including) [] 2031 and (including) [] 2031 (the “First Reset Date”) and 

on any Interest Payment Date thereafter
• At the Make-Whole Redemption Amount at any time before [] 2031 

• At Par on 11 April 2028 (the “First Call Date”) and on any Interest Payment Date thereafter

Interest Rate

• From (including) the Issue Date to (excluding) the First Reset Date at []% p.a.
• Resets thereafter on the First Reset Date and each fifth anniversary of such date to a rate equal to the 

applicable 5 Year Euro M/S plus the initial credit spread of []%
• Interest shall be payable annually in arrears on [] of each year

• From (including) the Issue Date to (excluding) the First Call Date at 2.625% p.a.
• Resets thereafter on the First Call Date and each fifth anniversary of such date to a rate equal to the 

applicable 5 Year Euro M/S plus the initial credit spread of 1.659%
• Interest shall be payable annually in arrears on 11 April of each year

Interest Deferral

• Optional interest deferral at the Issuer’s discretion, cumulative and compounding 
• Optional settlement of deferred interest at any time
• Mandatory settlement of deferred interest upon: (i) distribution or dividend on, or redemption, 

repurchase, repayment, cancellation, reduction or other acquisition of, Junior Securities or Parity 
Securities, (ii) occurrence of an interest payment date after any deferral notice in respect of which the 
Issuer does not elect to defer, (iii) redemption or repayment of the Notes, and (iv) occurrence of an 
Enforcement Event (including winding-up, etc.); all subject to customary carve-outs

• Optional interest deferral at the Issuer’s discretion, cumulative and compounding
• Optional settlement of deferred interest at any time
• Mandatory settlement of deferred interest upon: (i) distribution or dividend on, or redemption, repurchase, 

repayment, cancellation, reduction or other acquisition of, Junior Securities or Parity Securities, (ii) 
occurrence of an interest payment date after any deferral notice in respect of which the Issuer does not 
elect to defer, (iii) redemption or repayment of the Hybrid Notes, and (iv) occurrence of an Enforcement 
Event (including winding-up, etc.); all subject to customary carve-outs

Special Events

• Withholding Tax Event or Substantial Repurchase Event (>75%), each at Par
• Tax Deductibility Event or Rating Methodology Event, each at 101% until (excluding) [] 2031, Par as from 

(including) [] 2031
• Acquisition Event until the first anniversary of the Issue Date, at 101%

• Withholding Tax Event or Substantial Repurchase Event (>80%), each at Par
• Tax Deductibility Event or Rating Methodology Event, each at 101% until the First Call Date, Par as from the 

First Call Date

Event of Default • None • None

Exchange / Variation • Yes, upon occurrence of a Tax Deductibility Event, Rating Methodology Event or a Withholding Tax Event 
subject to certain conditions

• Yes, upon occurrence of a Tax Deductibility Event, a Rating Methodology Event or a Withholding Tax Event 
subject to certain conditions

Issuer Substitution • Yes, subject to certain conditions including not materially prejudicial to Noteholders • Yes, subject to certain conditions including not materially prejudicial to Noteholders
Replacement Language • Intent-based replacement language (subject to customary carve outs) • Intent-based replacement language (subject to customary carve-outs)

Equity Credit
• [S&P: ‘Intermediate’ (50%) until the First Reset Date ([] 2031)
• Fitch: 50% until [] 2046 (Year 25)]

• S&P: ‘Intermediate’ (50%) until the First Call Date (11 April 2028)
• Fitch: 50% until 11 April 2043 (Year 25) 

Listing / Docs • Irish Stock Exchange / Standalone prospectus (Reg S) • Irish Stock Exchange / Standalone prospectus (Reg S)
Denominations • EUR 100,000 • EUR 100,000

Governing Law

• English Law, except for (i) form, denomination and title provisions governed by Belgian law and (ii) 
subordination provisions governed by Luxembourg law or, if and when Re-domiciliation has taken effect, 
Belgian law

• Provisions relating to Re-domiciliation should the corporate seat be relocated to Belgium

• English Law, except for subordination provisions governed by Luxembourg law

IFRS Treatment • Liability • Liability

Structural Side-by-side Comparison

This information has been prepared solely for information purposes – the summary of any proposed transaction described herein is incomplete and subject to change without notice. It is neither meant to be, nor should it be construed as, an attempt 
to define all the terms and conditions regarding a proposed issuance of securities. Summary terms should be read in conjunction with full Terms and Conditions and Prospectus
*A security rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and should be evaluated independently of any other rating. The rating is subject to revision or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating organisation.

Structural differences vs. 2018 deal
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